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We present the modeling efforts on antenna design, frequency selection and receiver sensitivity
estimation to detect vesicoureteral reflux (VUR) using microwave (MW) radiometry as the warm
urine from the bladder maintained at fever range temperature using a MW hyperthermia device
reflows into the kidneys. Radiometer center frequency (fc), frequency band (Δf), and aperture
radius (ra) of the physical antenna for kidney temperature monitoring are determined using a
simplified universal antenna model with circular aperture. Anatomical information extracted from
computed tomography (CT) images of children age 4–6 years is used to construct a layered 3D
tissue model. Radiometric antenna efficiency is evaluated in terms of the ratio between the power
collected from the target at depth and the total power received by the antenna (η). Power ratio of
the theoretical antenna is used to design a microstrip log spiral antenna with directional radiation
pattern over fc ± Δf/2. Power received by the log spiral from the deep target is enhanced using a
thin low-loss dielectric matching layer. A cylindrical metal cup is proposed to shield the antenna
from electromagnetic interference (EMI). Transient thermal simulations are carried out to
determine the minimum detectable change in antenna brightness temperature (δTB) for 15–25 mL
urine refluxes at 40–42°C located 35 mm from the skin surface. Theoretical antenna simulations
indicate maximum η over 1.1–1.6 GHz for ra = 30–40 mm. Simulations of the 35 mm radius
tapered log spiral yielded higher power ratio over fc ± Δf/2 for the 35–40 mm deep targets in the
presence of an optimal matching layer. Radiometric temperature calculations indicate δTB ≥ 0.1 K
for the 15 mL urine at 40°C and 35 mm depth. Higher η and δTB were observed for the antenna
and matching layer inside the metal cup. Reflection measurements of the log spiral in saline
phantom are in agreement with the simulation data. Numerical study suggests a radiometer with fc
=1.35 GHz, Δf = 500 MHz and detector sensitivity better than 0.1 K would be the appropriate tool
to noninvasively detect VUR using the log spiral antenna.
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Vesicoureteral reflux (VUR) is an abnormality in the urinary system that causes urine inside
the bladder to flow backwards to the kidney. VUR predisposes children with urinary tract
infection (UTI) to bacterial infection and renal scaring potentially leading to kidney damage
[1,2]. The severity of reflux is designated into grades I–V and the rate of renal scarring is
high in children with high grade VUR [3]. The incidence of VUR in children with UTI is
about 30% [3,4]. Children and infants with swollen kidney prior birth undergo voiding
cystouretherography (VCUG) or radionuclide cystography (RNC) diagnostic tests [5]. The
imaging studies involve bladder catheterization, ionizing radiation and reflux of urine from
bladder to kidneys is monitored using X-ray or scintillation images. The risks of long term
effects from exposure to ionizing radiation [6–8] and unpleasant bladder catheterization
provide the motivation to develop non-invasive and non-ionizing techniques to detect VUR
[9–11]. In [11], a passive MW diagnostic system is introduced to detect the reflux using a
radiometer as the warm urine from the noninvasively heated bladder reflows into the
kidneys 3–5°C above the surrounding tissue temperature. In the proposed system, urine
inside the bladder is raised to fever range temperature of 40–45°C using an external 915
MHz MW hyperthermia device requiring no catheterization or radiation exposure. In this
work we present the theory and modeling efforts for the radiometric antenna design,
frequency selection and detector sensitivity estimation for the system used in the animal
study [11].
MW radiometry has been used in medicine for noninvasive thermal monitoring of biological
tissues several centimeters deep [12,13]. Application of MW radiometry in medicine include
breast cancer detection [14,15], brain temperature monitoring in newborn infants [16–18],
ablation and hyperthermia temperature monitoring [19–22], cerebral temperature monitoring
and brain functional imaging [23,24]. A typical MW radiometer gathers thermal radiation
from biological tissues using an antenna in the lower spectrum of the microwaves (1–5
GHz). Extremely low energy expressed as power spectral density on the order of 10−20
Watts/Hz (or Joule) received by the antenna is amplified and processed by low loss and low
noise MW components to retrieve tissue temperature information [19,25]. The brightness
temperature measured by the radiometer over the ith frequency band using an antenna
located at position r⃗, is the sum of the weighted volume average of the tissue temperature T
(r⃗′, t), in the antenna sensing volume V, the EMI collected by the antenna from the
surrounding TEMI, the noise temperature of the radiometer system components Tsys, and is
given by [25],
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(1)

In Eqn (1), W is the radiometric weighting function given by,

(2)

, γ is the antenna power transmission coefficient and B is the
with
radiometer bandwidth. In Eqn (2), Pd = σ/2|E⃗(r⃗, r⃗′, f)|2 is the power density deposited by the
radiometric antenna inside V which is same as the received power density from reciprocity
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theorem; σ and E⃗ are the tissue electrical conductivity and electric field vector inside antenna
sensing volume (V) respectively. The design of a MW radiometer involves building a
receiver with low noise MW components and shielding from external EMI to reduce Tsys
and TEMI respectively. Another key aspect is the design of the receive antenna with
directional radiation pattern and higher power transmission (η, γ respectively) for enhanced
contribution from the target at depth. The last component is the inversion algorithm for
retrieving absolute tissue temperature at depth from the brightness temperature
measurements.
In this work we focus on the receive antenna design and evaluate the radiometer receiver
sensitivity required to detect VUR using the power received by the antenna. The radiometric
antenna for VUR detection requires directional radiation pattern to detect change in kidney
temperature 30–40 mm deep from the skin surface. The efficiency of the receive antenna is
evaluated in terms of the antenna power ratio received from the target at depth given by,

(3)
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In Eqn (3), Vc represents the effective volume of the dilated calyces and renal pelvis inside
the kidney with the warm refluxed urine. The ratio of power density η, received from the
target at depth to the total power received from the sensing volume provides a measure of
directionality of the radiometric antenna inside the tissue load. In this work, η is used to
assess the efficiency of the receive antenna and determine radiometer frequency band for
VUR detection, and γ is used to improve the antenna power ratio (η) using an optimal
dielectric matching layer.
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The organization of the paper is as follows. A simplified 3D model of the kidney derived
using Avizo® (Visualization Sciences Group) and anatomical features from CT images of
4–6 year old children is used for antenna design/optimization and thermal modeling of the
radiometric signal. The power ratio η, calculated over 1–4 GHz for the theoretical antenna
with uniform aperture field is used to determine the frequency band and antenna size for a
typical VUR situation. Theoretical antenna simulations are used to design a realistic
microstrip log spiral antenna. The power efficiency of the log spiral is improved using thin
low loss dielectric matching disk between antenna and tissue load. A perfectly conducting
cylindrical cup around the antenna and matching layer is proposed to reduce EMI gathered
by the antenna from the surrounding. EM simulations are carried out using HFSS (Ansys
Inc) to evaluate the effect of the metal cup on antenna power reception. Time domain
thermal simulations of the simplified kidney model obtained with Comsol (Comsol Inc) are
used to calculate the change in radiometer brightness temperature detectable by the log
spiral antenna for warm 15–25 mL urine refluxes. Radiometric signal change detectable by
the log spiral for a 3–5°C temperature change at depth is used to determine the minimum
detector sensitivity required for VUR detection. Finally, the voltage reflection measurements
(S11) of the log spiral antenna studied in this effort are validated in a saline phantom.

2. Methods
2.1 Computational Model
Kidneys are bean shaped organs in the urinary system that primarily extract waste products
from blood and regulate salt levels in the body. The two kidneys of the urinary system are
located posterior in the abdomen – one below the liver on the right side of the abdomen and
Phys Med Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 September 21.
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the other below the spleen on the left as shown in Fig 1a. X-ray CT images of abdomen of
children aged 4–6 years were used to construct a layered 3D tissue model with 2 mm skin,
5–20 mm fat and 75 mL kidney located 30–40 mm from the surface. Fig 1b shows the
simplified kidney model used in the simulations. The dilated calyces and renal pelvis inside
the kidneys that receives the refluxed urine was simplified as a single target of varying
volume Vc, in the tissue model. Fig 1b shows the simplified 75 mL kidney with 25 mL (Vc)
dilated urine collection system obtained from segmentation of the CT images. Cole-Cole
dispersion model of biological tissues reported in [26] was used for tissue dielectric
properties in the frequency sweep simulations. Saline liquid phantom with 1.25% sodium
chloride in deionized water by weight was formulated and validated with human urine
dielectric property reported in [21]. Table 1 lists the dielectric measurements of the urine
phantom acquired using a commercial coaxial probe (85070E, Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara USA) and network analyzer (E5071C ENA Series, Agilent Technologies). Dielectric
measurements of the urine phantom were used in the dispersion model of urine in the
simulation study. The thermal properties used for radiometric signal calculations are listed in
Table 2.
2.2 Determination of Antenna Aperture and Radiometer Frequency Band
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The radiometer frequency band and antenna size for VUR detection were initially
determined for the theoretical antenna modeled as a circular aperture of radius ra, with
linearly polarized uniform aperture field distribution E⃗a, in an infinite perfectly conducting
ground. The ideal antenna radiates into the computational domain represented by a dielectric
half space containing the tissue [14,27]. EM frequency domain simulations were carried for
an x-polarized uniform electric field in the aperture opening radiating into the dielectric half
space, z<0 filled with the layered tissue model of Fig 1b using the finite element simulation
software HFSS (Ansys/Ansoft Inc., Pittsburg USA). EM radiation received by the aperture
antenna was calculated by solving Maxwell’s wave equation [28],

(4)
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with the antenna radiating into the sensing volume (V). In Eqn (4), ω = 2πf is angular
frequency, μ0 and ε0 are free space magnetic permeability and dielectric permittivity
respectively, εc = εr − jσ/ωε0 is the complex dielectric permittivity inside V and εr is the
relative permittivity of the medium. Boundaries of the tissue model are terminated with
perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condition. Fig 2 shows the power density
distribution Pd, maintained by an x-polarized aperture field (E⃗a) of a 30 mm aperture radius.
Simulations were carried out for the theoretical antenna over 1–4 GHz for aperture radius ra
= 20–40 mm, fat layer df = 5– 20 mm, target depth d = 35–55 mm, and 15 and 25 mL reflux
volumes inside the 75 mL kidney. Power ratio η computed for the parametric variations was
used to determine the aperture size (ra) of the physical antenna and the radiometer frequency
band (fc ± Δf/2) for VUR detection.
2.3 Log Spiral Antenna Design
Simulation data of the abstract antenna was used to design a microstrip logarithmic spiral
patch antenna with ground plane backing and SMA feed structure for kidney temperature
monitoring over fc ± Δ f/2. The directional radiation pattern and broadband performance of
spirals over multiple octaves make it favorable for deep tissue temperature monitoring. The
equation describing the log spiral is defined by [29],
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in polar coordinates where, 1/a is spiral expansion rate, φ is angular position in radians, ρ0 is
spiral inner radius at φ = 0 and ρ is 2D position vector at θ= π/2 i.e., z = 0 plane. The
logarithmic spiral (also known as equiangular spiral) defined by the angles in Eqn (5)
belongs to the family of frequency independent antennas with directional radiation pattern.
The frequencies supported by a finite length log spiral is a function of its arm length given
by [29],

(6)

where, ρ1 is spiral outer radius. The single arm log spiral studied in this effort was defined
by a curved surface with edges ρe1 = ρ0 eaφ and
where,
and e−aφ0<
1. The outermost radius of the spiral was limited to ra, determined from the simulations of
the theoretical antenna described in section 2.2.
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The conducting arm of the microstrip log spiral antenna was simulated on a 1.524 mm thick
hydrocarbon ceramic substrate (RO4350B, Rogers Corp. USA) with dielectric constant, εr =
3.66 and tan δ = 0.0037 over the frequency range of interest. The design parameters (a, ρ0)
were chosen to support frequencies fc ± Δf/2 for the spiral outer radius (ρ1) determined from
the theoretical antenna simulations. The single arm log spiral antenna was fed by a SMA
connector with the center conductor of the coaxial line connected to the conducting arm of
the spiral through a microstrip via hole in the dielectric substrate. The outer conductor of the
SMA was connected to the ground plane behind the substrate. Full wave simulations were
carried out for waves launched inside the coaxial line feeding the SMA conductor using
HFSS to determine radiation pattern and scattering parameters for the several parametric
scenarios.
2. 4 Radiometric Efficiency of Log Spiral Antenna
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A thin low loss dielectric disk was used between the antenna and tissue load to improve EM
coupling (γ) and the power received by the physical antenna from the target at depth (η).
Simulations were carried out for 0.25 and 1 mm thick (dml) dielectric disks of radius ra and
relative permittivity (εr) ranging from 3–30 with 0.004 loss tangent. Dielectric property of
the matching layers studied in the simulations is based on the commercially available
Eccostock® dielectric disks (Emerson & Cuming Microwave Products USA). The matching
layer that yielded maximum η over fc ± Δf/2 was used in the radiometer brightness
temperature calculations for the microstrip log spiral antenna.
The extremely low thermal noise power received by the log spiral antenna on the order of
10−20 W/Hz is susceptible to EMI from the surrounding environment. Thus, a cylindrical
metal cup surrounding the antenna and matching layer was proposed to shield the low power
signal gathered by the receive antenna from external EMI picked up from the edges of the
antenna substrate. Simulations were carried out to study the effect of the shield cup on
antenna power reception. In the computational model, the metal cup surrounding the antenna
and matching layer was in complete contact with the antenna ground plane and the skin
surface. The continuous contact protects the substrate exposed on the antenna periphery
from potential EMI. The power ratio (η) of the log spiral with a matching layer inside the
shield cup was studied for 25 mL urine reflux inside the kidney located 35 mm from the skin
surface. The height of the metal cup was set to 60 mm, tall enough to house the antenna,
Phys Med Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 September 21.
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matching layer and receiver components to provide EM shielding to the antenna as well as
the receiver front end.
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2.5 Radiometric Signal Change Detectable by Log Spiral Antenna
Theoretical evaluation of the Pennes bio-heat transfer equation compared to other heat
transfer models that account for convection and realistic anatomy of perfused kidney
indicated good agreement with less than 0.5°C deviation in pig kidneys [30]. Thus,
thermodynamics inside the kidney and tissue load are approximated using Pennes bio-heat
equation [30],

(7)
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for simplicity. In Eqn (7), kt is tissue thermal conductivity, T is tissue temperature inside the
computational domain V, Ta is arterial blood temperature, ωb and cb are perfusion rate and
specific heat capacity of blood respectively, ρ is tissue density and Cp is tissue specific heat
capacity, and Qmet is the negligible heat generated due to metabolic activity that was
neglected in this realistic but simplified model. The spatial dependence of the variables was
dropped in Eqn (7) for simplicity. Temperature on the tissue boundary at depth was set to
body core temperature of 37°C. Temperature on the skin surface was subjected to
convective heat transfer boundary condition n̂ · kt ∇ T = ha (Tr − T), where, n̂ is the normal
vector on the boundary surface, ha is effective heat transfer coefficient and Tr is ambient
room temperature. The remaining tissue boundaries were subjected to support normal heat
flux from the body core to the skin surface.
Urine reflow from the warm bladder maintained at 40–45°C experiences heat loss to the
surrounding tissues at body core temperature of 37°C. Thus, the refluxed urine temperatures
were studied for 40–42°C. The rate at which the temperature of the warm urine reaches
thermal equilibrium with the surrounding kidney tissue is a complex convection
phenomenon which is beyond the scope of this paper. This complex heat transfer was
approximated by bulk heat exchange between the reflux volume (Vc) at a constant
temperature and the surrounding kidney tissue using Penne’s bio-heat equation where Vc
represents the aggregate volume of the dilated renal pelvis and calyces inside the 75 mL
kidney. The rate at which the urine reaches 37°C after reflux was studied for the varying
homogeneous reflux temperature distributions inside Vc shown in Fig 3. In Fig 3,

and
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represent two possible temperature exchange with the surrounding kidney tissue for
the 15 mL reflux at 40°C peak reflux temperature. Note that the 25 mL refluxes at 40°C
denoted by

and

in Fig 3 lose heat slower than their counterparts (

larger thermal mass. Likewise, the 15 mL reflux at 42°C (

) due to

) reaches 37°C slower than

the 40°C refluxes (
) due to higher urine inlet temperature. Varying urine temperature
distributions were studied to account for the possible variations in the heat transfer
phenomena. The steady state tissue temperature calculated for Vc at arterial blood
temperature of 37°C was used as the initial value for the transient simulations. Thermal
modeling of the warm reflux was studied using the finite element simulation software
Comsol (Comsol Inc. Stockholm, Sweden). The finite element model had 124511 elements
out of which the 75 mL kidney had 13000 elements. The thermal simulations were
performed using an iterative solver with 1e-4 error. Transient thermal simulations were
carried out for the tissue properties in Table 2 to calculate the radiometer brightness
temperature change,
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detectable by the log spiral antenna for reflux volumes Vc = 15, 25 mL at 40–42°C located
35 mm from the skin surface. In (8), TB (r⃗, t−) is the radiometer state before warm reflux and
T (r⃗, t+) is the transient response during reflux. The change in antenna brightness
temperature (δTB) calculated for different reflux volumes and urine temperatures was used
to estimate the sensitivity of the radiometer receiver for VUR detection.
2.6 Antenna Measurements
The tapered log spiral antenna studied in this effort was fabricated on a 1.524 mm thick
hydrocarbon ceramic substrate (RO4350B, Rogers Corp. USA) for the exact design
parameters used in the simulations. A liquid phantom with 6 [g/L] salt (NaCl) in deionized
water was used to validate antenna simulation data with measurements. Dielectric property
of the saline phantom was measured over 1–4 GHz using Agilent’s dielectric probe kit
(85070E, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara USA). A simple numerical model was created
in the EM simulation software to calculate antenna S11 data for the saline phantom using the
measured dielectric property for model validation.
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3. Results
3.1 Antenna Aperture and Radiometer Frequency
Fig 4 shows the % power ratio (η) curves of the theoretical antenna for varying aperture
radius and tissue load with 25 mL (Vc) urine reflux inside the kidney. The target depth from
the skin surface is 37 and 42 mm respectively for the tissue load with 5 and 10 mm fat layer.
Comparison of the power ratio (η) curves indicate that lower power is received from deeper
targets and smaller apertures. Fig 4 also shows that η is a non-monotonic function of
frequency and aperture radius and it reaches the maximum over 1–2 GHz for ra: 30–40 mm.
Similar curves were obtained for the y-polarized plane wave (simulation data not shown).
However, as per the frequency allocation chart of Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), a government agency in United States of America, 800–960 MHz and 1710–2100
MHz are allocated for GSM 800, 1800/1900 and 3G cellular communications. The
simulation data of Fig 4 and FCC guidelines were used to select 1.1–1.6 GHz frequency
band for radiometry and a receive antenna with aperture radius 30–40 mm for VUR
detection.
3.2 Microstrip Log Spiral Antenna for VUR Detection
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Tapered Log Spiral—Fig 5 shows the microstrip log spiral antenna with parameters, a =
0.11 [1/radian], ρ0 = 3 mm,
and φ0 = π designed based on the power ratio curves
of the theoretical antenna. The 35 mm radius self complementary antenna of Fig 5 has
directional radiation pattern over 1.1–1.6 GHz and broadband spectral response over 1–4
GHz. Substituting the antenna design parameters into Eqn (6) yields the lower bound on the
operating frequency as 970 MHz. In the simulations, the antenna arm was tapered as shown
by the dotted lines in Fig 5 for matched termination. Tapering the antenna arm minimizes
reflections at lower frequencies and improves load matching. The lowest frequency
supported by the tapered log spiral antenna of Fig 5 is 660 MHz. The back ground plane
assures unidirectional radiation pattern and good but incomplete protection from EMI (due
to exposed substrate edges).
Dielectric matching layer for improved power reception—Fig 6 shows the antenna
reflection coefficient and power ratio curves of the tapered log spiral antenna over 1.1–1.6
Phys Med Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 September 21.
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GHz for the 0.25 and 1 mm matching layers of several dielectric permittivities between the
antenna and tissue load. The tissue load has 2 mm skin, 5 mm fat and kidney with 25 mL
urine located 40 mm deep. It can be observed in Fig 6 that as the reflection coefficient (|S11|)
decreases, power received by the log spiral antenna from the deep target (η) increases. The 1
mm matching layer of εr = 3 improved EM coupling to the tissue load leading to enhanced
power transmission (γ = 1 − |S11|2) and power ratio (η). This is clearly demonstrated in the
normalized power density depth profiles of Fig 7 calculated in the presence and absence of
the 1 mm matching layer of εr = 3.
Comparison of the power ratio curves of the theoretical (Fig 4) and physical (Fig 6) antennas
indicate that much less power is gathered by the practical microstrip log spiral antenna. The
power received by a physical antenna from the target at depth is only 2–4% for the 25 mL
target and is expected to be lower for low reflux volumes (10–15 mL). Furthermore, the
difference in the power received due to the localized temperature change inside the well
perfused kidneys during warm reflux is expected to be negligible as the tissue dielectric
properties remain almost the same over the narrow temperature window of 37–42°C i.e., W
(r⃗′, f)reflux ≈ W (r⃗′, f)noreflux. Thus, the radiometer brightness temperature change (δTB) for
VUR detection is expected to be predominantly dependent on the localized temperature
change inside the kidneys.
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Effect of shield cup on antenna power reception—Fig 8a shows the power ratio
received by the log spiral antenna from 25 mL urine 35 mm deep with and without a
cylindrical metal cup surrounding the antenna and matching layer (1 mm and εr = 3) as
shown in computational model of Fig 8b. Comparison of the curves indicates that the power
received by the log spiral antenna from the target at depth increased from 2–4% to 5–6%
over 1.1–1.6 GHz in the presence of the shield cup. Thus, the metal cup surrounding the
antenna and matching layer in continuous contact with antenna ground plane and the skin
surface intended to reduce EMI picked up the antenna did not deteriorate the power received
from the target at depth. The increased power reception observed for the EM shielded
microstrip log spiral is currently under investigation, but it is probably due to reduced loss of
signal at the shielded edge of the substrate.
3.3 Radiometric Signal Change during Warm Reflux
Fig 9 shows the transient temperature distribution in the mid section of the kidney for warm
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(refer Fig 3). The outer and inner contours of Fig 9
15 mL reflux at temperature,
indicate the boundaries of the kidney and 15 mL reflux respectively. In Fig 9, the 15 mL
urine at 42°C quickly lost temperature (<30 s) to the surrounding kidney tissue with very
high blood perfusion (refer Table 1). Fig 10a shows the change in radiometric brightness
temperature detectable by the log spiral antenna for the warm 15 mL reflux calculated over
the radiometric frequency band (1.1–1.6 GHz). The radiometric temperature calculations of
Fig 10a were performed using Eqns (1, 4, 7–8) for 1 mm matching layer of εr = 3 and the
refluxed urine temperatures of Fig 3. It should be noted that, a 3–5°C temperature change
inside the kidney located 35 mm deep resulted only in a small change of 0.10 – 0.17 K in the
radiometer brightness temperature. The change in volume average tissue temperature δTB,
detectable by the log spiral antenna for a 15 mL urine reflux is smaller for lower urine
temperatures (

versus

in Fig 10a).

Fig 10b shows the change in radiometric signal sensed by the log spiral antenna over 1.1–1.6
GHz for 25 mL reflux at 40°C and 35 mm deep from the skin surface calculated in the
presence and absence of the cylindrical shield cup. The variation in brightness temperature
change (δTB) is 0.125 K without shield cup and 0.175 K with the antenna and matching
layer inside the shield cup. Larger radiometric signal change detected with the shield cup is
Phys Med Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 September 21.
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due to higher power received by the antenna from the target at depth in the presence of the
metal shield cup (Fig 8). From Fig 10, it should also be noted that the radiometric signal
change is higher for larger reflux grades (15 versus 25 mL at 35 mm depth). The delay in the
peak brightness temperature observed in Fig 10 is due to heat diffusion from the warm
refluxed urine to the surrounding kidney tissues (Fig 9) which increases the apparent thermal
volume of the target sensed by the receive antenna. Radiometer brightness temperature
change detectable by the log spiral antenna suggests a receiver with detector sensitivity
better than 0.1 K for VUR detection.
3.4 Antenna Measurements
Fig 11 compares antenna S11 measurements with simulation data for the saline phantom.
The 35 mm radius tapered microstrip log spiral antenna in Fig 11 is fabricated on a 1.524
mm thick hydrocarbon ceramic substrate (RO4350B, Rogers Corp. USA) of εr = 3.66 and
0.0037 loss tangent for the design parameters of Fig 5. Fig 11 shows very good agreement
between simulation and measurement data of the microstrip log spiral antenna designed for
passive kidney temperature monitoring. It is thus expected that the simulation results
obtained for complex scenarios are accurately predicting the power deposition patterns in
future clinical cases.

4. Discussion
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A MW diagnostic system with 915 MHz antenna array for external bladder warming to
fever range temperatures (40–45°C) and a radiometer for passive temperature monitoring
was recently reported for noninvasive detection of warm reflux in kidneys [11]. Due to high
blood perfusion inside the kidneys, transient temperature change during warm reflux is
expected to last less than a minute at depth. Thus, a single band low frequency radiometer
was studied for noninvasive kidney temperature monitoring to detect the fast temperature
change at depth. Furthermore, detecting the warm reflux at depth requires a receive antenna
with high directional sensitivity and good coupling to a range of tissue load – varying
thickness fat and muscle tissues and reflux volumes at different temperatures.
CT images of children ages 4–6 years were used to determine the volume and location of
kidney and the thickness range of skin, fat and muscle tissues to build a simplified 3D
model. The antenna design and radiometer frequency selection were carried out based on the
ratio of power received by the radiometric antenna from the target at depth η, defined in Eqn
(3). The power ratio plays an important role in antenna brightness temperature measurement
as evidence in Eqn (1) and rewritten below for clarity,
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(9)

From Eqn (9), it can be observed that a receive antenna with higher η over the ith frequency
band is desirable for radiometric sensing. An antenna with uniform aperture field in an
infinitely long ground plane radiating into a half space filled with the layered tissue model
was studied as a general ideal case. Such an abstract radiator is often used in antenna theory
and computational studies to generate the theoretical radiation patterns and estimate the
optimal parameters for the design of a physical antenna [14,27]. Thus, the power ratio
received by the ideal antenna from the target inside the kidneys (η) was used in our case to
determine the optimal frequency band and center frequency of the radiometer (fc, Δf) and
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aperture size of the physical antenna (ra) for VUR detection. Temperature dependence of
EM tissue property was neglected in the simulations as the change in tissue property during
warm urine reflux of 15–25 mL at 40–42°C inside the well perfused kidneys receiving 20–
25% of the cardiac blood flow at 37°C is expected to be minimal.
The power ratio curves of Fig 4 calculated for the linearly polarized uniform aperture
indicated higher η for larger aperture radius. However, the power ratio was not a monotone
function of frequency and aperture size. The power ratio was relatively higher over 1–2 GHz
and was maximum for ra over 30–40 mm. An important observation in Fig 4 is that the
power received by the theoretical antenna from the target at depth is only 2–7% of its total
power and passive kidney temperature monitoring using MW radiometry involves sensing
the change in very low power EM radiation. Based on the power ratio curves and FCC
frequency allocation chart, a MW radiometer with 1.1–1.6 GHz frequency band (fc = 1.35
GHz, Δf = 500 MHz) and receive antenna with aperture radius 30–40 mm was used to
design a physical patch antenna for passive kidney temperature monitoring.
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Subsequently, a microstrip log spiral patch antenna with circular polarization was designed
for VUR detection. The single arm spiral patch antenna with ground plane backing on a low
loss printed circuit board (PCB) substrate (1.524 mm thickness) was chosen for its low
profile, simple feed and ability of the ground plane to shield EMI from the surrounding. The
design parameters of the 35 mm radius log spiral antenna of Fig 5 (a, ρ0, ρ1, L, φ0) were
determined to support directional radiation pattern over 1.1–1.6 GHz. The power received
by the log spiral from the target at depth was improved using low loss dielectric matching
layer (Fig 6). The dielectric matching layer improved EM coupling (γ) and increased
antenna power ratio η, from 1 to 4% (Fig 6). Ultra low loss thin dielectric matching disk
(Eccosorb®, Emmerson Cummings, Randolph, MA USA) was used with the log spiral
antenna in the preliminary animal study reported in [11] for VUR detection. The use of
dielectric filling material to enhance the received low power signal was also investigated for
radiometric brain temperature monitoring [31]. It should be noted that the power ratio curves
of the physical antenna in Figs 6, 8 are lower compared to the theoretical antenna (Fig 4).
This is because the field maintained by the log spiral on the metal patch is non-uniform and
limited to the non-metallic region of the patch. Nonetheless, radiometric efficiency of the
log spiral antenna is higher for shallow and larger volume targets (Fig 6) as expected and
similarly to what is obtained with the theoretical antenna in Fig 4. In addition to matching
layer, we also propose EM shielding of the antenna and radiometer to avoid EMI from the
surrounding environment. EM simulations indicated no deterioration in antenna power
reception in the presence of metal shield cup (Fig 8). The increase in power ratio calculated
in the presence of metal cup is currently under investigation. The measurements of the
tapered log spiral fabricated based on the simulations are in very good agreement with the
simulated data (Fig 11).
Thermal modeling of the antenna brightness temperature change calculated for warm urine
reflux (Fig 3) indicated higher δTB for larger volume (15 vs. 25 mL) and higher urine
temperatures (40 vs. 42°C) in Fig 10. Furthermore, δTB was calculated to be higher in the
presence of shield cup due to the increased power received by the log spiral from the target
(5–6% compared to 2–4% in Fig 8). Radiometer brightness temperature change of 0.1 K
calculated for a 15 mL reflux at 3°C above the kidney core temperature (Fig 10) indicates
that the MW radiometer should have less than 0.1 K sensitivity for VUR detection. The
receiver sensitivity is the standard deviation of the radiometer brightness temperature
measured by the antenna and is given for a total power radiometer by [13],
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assuming negligible system gain variation (ΔG = 0) during signal acquisition. In Eqn (10), τ
is signal integration time, TA is antenna brightness temperature, TN = T0 (NF − 1) is system
noise temperature where T0 = 293 K is room temperature and NF is receiver noise figure.
The detector sensitivity of a Dicke radiometer in the absence of signal drift is approximately
twice that of the total power radiometer (δTD ≈ 2 δT) [13]. Table 3 lists the theoretical
detector sensitivity of a MW radiometer system with 500 MHz receiver bandwidth for TA =
300 K (antenna on skin) and various noise figures and integration times. From Table 3, it
can be observed that higher sensitivity can be obtained for a receiver with lower noise figure
and larger signal acquisition time. However, larger signal acquisition is not desirable to
detect the fast temperature change during reflux. EM and thermal simulations of the
microstrip log spiral antenna suggest a single band low frequency MW radiometer centered
at 1.35 GHz with 500 MHz bandwidth, low receiver noise figure and detector sensitivity
significantly better than 0.1 K could be used for passive detection of the warm reflux inside
the kidneys. The MW radiometer used in the animal study reported in [11] for noninvasive
VUR detection was designed based on this theoretical modeling effort and has demonstrated
0.03 K detector sensitivity in preclinical testing. The influence of antenna positioning error
and internal organ motion on radiometric signal detection will be investigated in the
upcoming clinical feasibility studies of this system.

5. Summary and conclusion
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This study identifies the optimal radiometer frequency band for passive temperature
monitoring of kidney during VUR, estimates the required receiver sensitivity with thermal
modeling of warm urine refluxing from bladder to kidney, and presents the design of an
efficient radiometric receive antenna capable of sensing thermal emissions from deep in the
body. The ratio of power received from a small target volume at depth to the entire power
received by a theoretical antenna aperture is considered along with FCC guidelines to design
a 35 mm radius tapered microstrip log spiral antenna with directional radiation pattern over
1.1–1.6 GHz. A thin low loss dielectric matching layer is used to improve antenna
impedance matching to the layered fat/muscle/kidney load and the power received from the
kidney target at depth. A metal cup surrounding the antenna is proposed to shield the low
power signal gathered by the receive antenna from external EMI. Radiometric brightness
temperature calculations from the power received by the log spiral antenna for reflux of 15
or 25 mL of 40–42°C urine located 35 mm deep suggest the need for a detector with
sensitivity less than 0.1 K for a 1.35 GHz radiometer with 500 MHz band width for VUR
detection. Scattering measurements of the tapered microstrip log spiral antenna on a realistic
phantom indicate good agreement with the design/simulation data. From these studies, we
conclude that the tapered log spiral antenna with metal cup for EM shielding should receive
sufficient power from the target at depth which could be fed to a radiometer with better than
than 0.1 K sensitivity designed over 1.1–1.6 GHz to accurately detect the 40–42°C reflux of
15–25 mL urine into the calyces at a depth of 35 mm.
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Fig 1.

(a) CT scan of a 4 year old in the axial plane; distance from the center of the kidney to skin
surface is 39 mm (b) Simplified 3D tissue model used in the numerical simulations based on
average tissue measurements obtained from CT scans of children ages 4–6 years.
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Fig 2.

Power density in the orthogonal planes across the various tissue layers at 1.3 GHz calculated
for an x-polarized uniform aperture field (E⃗a) in the absence of kidney.
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Fig 3.

Urine temperature used in thermal simulations to model reflux of warm urine from bladder
to kidney followed by rapid heat loss to the surrounding well perfused kidney. Urine reflux
temperature were modeled for varying reflux volumes (15, 25 mL) and urine temperatures
(40–42°C) to model the possible heat transfer phenomena inside the perfused kidney tissues
during reflux of warm urine.
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Fig 4.

Power ratio (η) curves calculated for varying aperture radius of the theoretical antenna
radiating into the layered tissue load with 5 and 10 mm fat layer and 25 mL urine inside 75
mL kidney. The target depth from skin surface is 37 and 42 mm respectively for the tissue
load with 5 and 10 mm fat layer. Note that the theoretical antenna receives only 4–8% of the
total power from the target at depth over 1–2 GHz and less than 4% for frequencies above.
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Fig 5.

The 35 mm radius tapered microstrip log spiral antenna with directional radiation pattern
over the radiometric frequency band (1.1–1.6 GHz) optimally designed for VUR detection.
The shaded arms are from Eqn (5) with 35 mm outer spiral radius. The dashed lines indicate
the tapering obtained by extending the spiral edges beyond 35 mm radius and intersecting
with a 35 mm radius circle. The antenna is backed by a ground plane and fed by the center
conductor of an SMA connector.
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Fig 6.

Parametric simulations to improve the ratio of power received from the 40 mm deep target
by the tapered log spiral antenna using thin low loss dielectric matching layer. (a) Antenna
reflection coefficient and (b) power ratio curves for 0.25 mm matching layer; (c) antenna
reflection coefficient and (d) power ratio curves for 1 mm matching layer. Lower | S11 |
obtained for 1 mm matching layer of εr = 3.0 yielded higher η (1.5–3%) over 1.1–1.6 GHz.
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Fig 7.
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Normalized tissue power density depth profiles calculated for the log spiral antenna at
radiometer center frequency (1.35 GHz) in the presence and absence of matching layer. The
low loss dielectric matching layer significantly increased power received by the log spiral
antenna from the 25 mL target at depth.
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(a) Effect of shield cup on the ratio of power received by the log spiral antenna from 25 mL
target located 35 mm from the skin surface (b) 3D computational model showing the
cylindrical cup surrounding the antenna and matching layer. The metal cup is in continuous
contact with the antenna ground plane and skin surface in Fig 9b. No deterioration was
observed in the power received by the antenna inside the shield cup. Increased power
reception noted in the presence of shield cup is being investigated but it is probably due to
reduced loss of signal at the shielded edge of the substrate.
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Fig 9.

Transient temperature field in the kidney mid plane for 15 mL warm urine reflux at
(Fig 3) located 35 mm deep from the skin surface. The contours outline the kidney (outer)
and 15 mL warm urine reflux (inner).
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Fig 10.

Radiometer brightness temperature change detectable by the log spiral for warm reflux at
fever temperatures (40–42°C) located 35 mm deep from the skin surface calculated for 1
mm matching layer of εr = 3 between the antenna and tissue load. (a) δTB for 15 mL reflux
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at 40–42 °C,
. (b) δTB for 25 mL urine reflux at
with peak urine
temperature at 40°C calculated in the presence and absence of the metal cup surrounding the
antenna and matching layer. Radiometer brightness temperature change suggests a receiver
with detector sensitivity better than 0.1 K will be required for VUR detection. Higher δTB
could be obtained in the presence of shield cup in addition to being not susceptible to EMI
from the surrounding.
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Fig 11.

Comparison of the simulation and experimental antenna reflection data, | S11 |2 obtained for
the tapered microstrip log spiral antenna in saline phantom (6 [g/L] salt in deionized water).
Measurements in saline phantom are used to validate the EM simulations presented in this
work. The log spiral antenna of Fig 11 is fabricated on 1.524 mm thick hydrocarbon ceramic
substrate (RO4350B, Rogers Corp. USA) of εr = 3.66 and 0.0037 loss tangent for the design
parameters of the antenna used in the simulation study (Fig 5).
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78.4+j42.6
75.2+j52.9
71.6+j60.0

35

45

εc [21]

23

Temperature [°C]

70.3+j59.2

75.5+j53.1

77.7+j42.7

εc phantom

1.6340

0.3922

0.7925

Δεc [%]

Urine EM property at 915 MHz

69.3+j25.7

72.4+j25.2

74.9+j24.5

εc [21]

68.8+j24.4

71.5+j24.3

74.3+j23.9

εc phantom

1.8845

1.6603

1.0767

Δεc [%]

Urine EM property at 3 GHz

Comparison of the dielectric measurements of urine phantom at room temperature with data reported in [21]. Dielectric property of the urine phantom
measured over 1–4 GHz was used in the frequency domain simulations. The phantom is within 2% of data in [21].
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Table 2

Tissue thermal properties used in the simulations [30,32–34].
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Density, ρ [kg/m3]

Thermal conductivity, kt [W/m/
K]

Blood perfusion rate, ωb [kg/
m3/s]

Specific heat capacity, Cp [J/
kg/K]

Skin

1040

0.32

2.28

3400

Fat

888

0.21

0.50

2387

Muscle

1050

0.56

1.50

3639

Kidney

1060

0.55

17.0

3600

Urine

1000

0.60

-

4200

Tissue type

Specific heat capacity of blood, cb = 3825 [J/kg/K]
Ambient room temperature, Tr = 20°C
Heat transfer coefficient at Tr, ha=16 [W/m2/K]
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Detector sensitivity of total power radiometer design calculated assuming 500 MHz bandwidth and antenna
temperature TA = 300K for several realistic integration times. Receiver temperature sensitivity is higher for the
Dicke radiometer design (δTD ≈ 2δT) [13].
Theoretical detector sensitivity for total power radiometer (δT) [K]
Integration time, τ [s]

NF = 0.5 dB

NF =1 dB

NF = 3 dB

NF = 6 dB

1

0.0150

0.0168

0.0265

0.0525

5

0.0067

0.0075

0.0118

0.0235

10

0.0047

0.0053

0.0084

0.0166
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